Grid computing offers the powerful alternative of sharing resources on a worldwide scale, across different institutions to run computationally intensive, scientific applications without the need for a centralized supercomputer. Much effort has been put into development of software that deploys legacy applications on a grid-based infrastructure and efficiently uses available resources. One field that can benefit greatly from the use of grid resources is that of drug discovery since molecular docking simulations are an integral part of the discovery process. In this paper, we present a scalable, reusable platform to choreograph large virtual screening experiments over a computational grid using the molecular docking simulation software DOCK. Software components are applied on multiple levels to create automated workflows consisting of input data delivery, job scheduling, status query, and collection of output to be displayed in a manageable fashion for further analysis. This was achieved using Opal OP to wrap the DOCK application as a grid service and PERL for data manipulation purposes, alleviating the requirement for extensive knowledge of grid infrastructure. With the platform in place, a screening of the ZINC 2,066,906 compound "druglike" subset database against an enzyme's catalytic site was successfully performed using the MPI version of DOCK 5.4 on the PRAGMA grid testbed. The screening required 11.56 days laboratory time and utilized 200 processors over 7 clusters.
Introduction
The continual progression of computational capabilities has removed countless barriers in the scientific community in terms of allowing new computer simulation-based experimental techniques, providing more and more detailed descriptions of complex systems. Yet supercomputers with the purpose of providing the substantial computational and storage resources needed by scientists are not commonplace among all universities and research institutions due to many restricting factors such as cost and maintenance.
Grid computing can supply any party with access to this level of computing by sharing hardware resources across institutions and using sophisticated middleware to solve problems such as resource heterogeneity, job scheduling, data management, and security [1] . Specific software toolkits and protocols ensure interoperability between resources for the development and deployment of applications in a grid environment. These grid technologies have been integrated with Web services [2] that define interfaces and follow specific conventions of the distributed computational model to create what are called grid services. This is the basis of the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [3] , a standards-based distributed service system that has been widely adopted by the grid computing community. Due to the nature of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), they are very suitable for creating general workflows to automate multistep processes [4] .
Access to these resources is a major issue for biomedical scientists who would like to take advantage of computational models as tools to gain insight into biological mechanisms, but their work setting and expertise is focused on the traditional wet-bench science. To fill this need, there are a number of grid projects with the goal of helping biomedical scientists bring novel, as well as legacy, applications into the grid environment [5] . The Pacific Rim Grid Middleware and Application Assembly (PRAGMA) [6] is an organization with the aim of building scientific collaboration on an international scale and has developed and implemented a multinational grid testbed in order to run scientific applications spanning fields such as high energy physics, computational biology, and molecular dynamics simulations. The virtual screening platform described in this paper was created and used on the PRAGMA grid testbed.
By simulating the interactions between proteins and small molecules on a computer, virtual screening experiments have become an integral part of the drug discovery process [7] . This alternative to a blind search provides a smaller subset of compounds possessing properties suitable for binding to the active site of a target protein molecule, thereby streamlining the high throughput screening (HTS) experiments. Testing compounds identified by virtual screening has been shown to enrich hit rates over HTS by 1,700-fold [8] . This is especially important when a database size reaches millions of compounds making the HTS experiments too costly to perform [9] .
A notable limitation of virtual screening is the computational cost due to the complex calculations being performed with such a large number of compounds. Ideally, biomedical scientists would not be forced to limit the size of the compound database or how extensive the simulations are. Previous virtual screening experiments with the interest of identifying inhibitory compounds typically have used only a single docking algorithm and screened databases containing around 50,000-200,000 compounds [8, 10, 11] . But by taking advantage of grid computing to significantly reduce the constraints of required time and resources, the use of multiple, computationally expensive docking and scoring algorithms, such as calculating water solvation energies, when screening databases containing millions of compounds becomes a viable strategy.
Our method to deploy a large, grid-enabled screening experiment couples the DOCK application [12] with a combination of grid middleware and simple PERL scripts to create a powerful, automated, and scalable virtual screening platform. This paper provides in-depth descriptions of some of the technologies used to create the platform, details on how it performs the virtual screening, an account of its implementation to screen the ZINC [13] 2,066,906 compound "druglike" subset database against an enzyme's catalytic site, and conclusions on its utility.
Dock and Related Technologies
The platform described in this paper is not a stand-alone application, but rather an integration of technologies that enable the desired features of a virtual screening experiment while taking advantage of grid resources. Variances in administrative policies, hardware/software configurations, and resource availability are typical of a grid environment and making these complexities transparent to the user, whose main concern is the scientific results of an experiment, is an important priority. A number of parties are attempting to provide this type of user experience by developing and standardizing the grid middleware layer of infrastructure. Aligning this middleware with the parallelization methods of DOCK enables performing distributed virtual screening experiments with expansive compound libraries.
Dock
Using a molecular docking method for virtual screening requires a solved crystal structure of the target molecule's binding site. Compounds from a database are then oriented within the site to calculate the most energetically favorable fit along with a binding score. These scores are used to rank the compounds according to predicted binding affinities relative to each other and provide the subset of compounds to test experimentally [14] . This is the process performed by the open source molecular docking software DOCK, which was used in the platform described in this paper.
DOCK has the ability to treat each compound as a flexible structure in order to explore a series of possible conformations as they are oriented in the target molecule's binding site. First introduced in DOCK 4 [15] , the flexible docking feature is performed by the "anchor-andgrow" algorithm that chooses a rigid portion of a compound to be oriented into the binding site, then the remaining portions of the compound are added to find the most stable conformation [16] . Screening a database with flexible docking has been shown to improve accuracy in predicting biologically active molecules compared to a rigid, single conformation docking method [17] , yet requires a significant increase in computational time. A typical flexible method with minimization steps can take five seconds to over a minute long docking time per compound and target molecule pair. These time scales make the screening of a large database on the order of a million compounds unreasonable without the use of a significantly large pool of computational resources.
For the purpose of reducing the computational time, a MPI (Message Passing Interface) version of DOCK has been developed and available as a part of DOCK since version 5.0 [18, 19] . MPI is a library specification for message-passing programming and is widely used for parallel computing in a single computing cluster system [20] . The MPI version of DOCK distributes the workload of screening a large library of compounds against a receptor protein over a specified number of processors available within a single cluster. Each compound from the database is coupled to the receptor data by the master node of the cluster and then the pair is passed to a slave node within the cluster to be oriented and scored as its own separate process. Once this finishes, the results are sent back to the master node that performs the bookkeeping task of ranking the compounds according to energy scores while simultaneously sending the next compound in the list to an available slave node [21] .
To carry out the screening process over a computational grid consisting of numerous clusters, the DOCK distribution on its own is not sufficient. Using the MPI implementation of DOCK to screen a database of compounds is ideal in a single computing cluster environment since all the data, input and results, is localized within that cluster. Increasing the performance of DOCK would then require adding computational resources to the single cluster, a demand that may not be financially or administratively feasible for most biomedical labs. This is where grid computing becomes an attractive solution for computationally intensive experiments by distributing the workload over shared resources, providing large amounts of computational resources without the need for a centralized supercomputer.
Zinc
Screening a large and diverse compound database increases the chances of finding compounds that bind with high affinity and specificity to the protein of interest. The set of compounds screened in this paper came from the freely available ZINC database that contains over 4.6 million compounds with charge information and hydrogens already added, making them ready for use with DOCK [22] . Every compound that is available commercially has the purchasing information linked to it in the database. Other features include pre-processed subsets of compounds and sub-structure searching. The continual growth of the ZINC database and its open access make it an important resource of the virtual screening toolset [23] . One example of the ZINC database fulfilling this role was aiding in the identification of novel inhibitors for zinc β-lactamase [11] .
Grid Middleware-Grid middleware can be described as the layer of infrastructure between the network and applications with the purpose of sharing resources and enabling collaboration among users by managing security, access, and data exchange [24] . For a scientific application to take advantage of grid resources, it typically must be integrated with the middleware or be written specifically for a grid environment. Most build on the Globus Toolkit [25] , a "base" set of services and libraries created to provide many of the desired capabilities of an application running in a grid environment and can be categorized as lower middleware [26] . These capabilities include data management, communication, security, and fault detection for a process, along with resource monitoring, management, and discovery [3] . The latest incarnation of Globus, version 4.x (GT4) [27] , uses Web services heavily in structuring its components and defining its interfaces.
Upper middleware consists of methods for an application to take advantage of the basic services provided by a toolkit such as Globus. Scheduling and distributing the workload while providing the user an indication of a computational experiment's progress are typical services provided by this layer of infrastructure. One example of this is Nimrod/G [28] , an application that enables user level scheduling to provide transparent access to grid resources and utilizes Globus components such as the Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) for resource discovery. Nimrod/G is the grid-enabled version of the parametric modeling application Nimrod [29] whose purpose is to explore the parametric space of a complex system described by a computational experiment. An earlier version of DOCK was implemented on grid resources by Buyya et al. using Nimrod/G to create a "Virtual Laboratory" for molecular docking [30] . This system makes very efficient use of grid resources, but is not as flexible as a Web servicebased system when building a virtual screening solution that incorporates a number of different docking and scoring methods, each requiring their own procedures for input preparation and output collection.
Opal and Opal OP-Opal is a method of wrapping a legacy scientific application as a Web service, exposing it via a SOAP API and hosted inside a Jakarta Tomcat container [4] . This gives the user access to an installation of a scientific application on a remote cluster through HTTP. With the application living on the grid environment, access through the use of Web service architecture is referred to as a grid service. Each submitted job is assigned a job ID and its own working directory where input and output files are stored. This same ID is used for status query on the running job. Due to the required preparation of the input files for each DOCK job in the screening process, a grid service that performs this prep work, as well as executes DOCK is preferable over a service that only performs a direct execution of DOCK.
Opal Operation Provider (Opal OP) [31] utilizes Opal's technology, but wraps the legacy application as an operation provider, or a programming module, which can be accessed through a grid service. This gives application developers more flexibility by allowing extension of their grid service. The Opal OP toolkit creates a grid service quickly by automating the complex task of writing the web service description language (WSDL) file and building and deploying the service into a GT4 container.
Virtual Screening Platform Overview
Starting with a target protein and large, diverse compound database, a virtual screening experiment could be comprised of the following steps: 
4.
Refined screening: Rescreen the new, smaller database using multiple scoring methods that perform more computationally expensive docking methods such as calculation of solvation energies, a more extensive conformational search, or molecular dynamics simulations.
Data management: Collect results from each of these additional screenings
From this point, a consensus of the results from all scoring methods can be consulted to determine which compounds have the highest binding affinity for the protein's binding site and ultimately the compounds chosen to be tested in the lab. Using a number of scoring methods, versus a single method, has been shown to result in a more accurate identification of strongly binding compounds by removing false positives [32] . The overall process is illustrated in Figure  1 .
To achieve desired features such as automation, reusability for future and different types of screenings, and the presentation of results in the experiment, simple PERL scripts were written and make up the grid services. Grid services were created for three major functions in the virtual screening experiment and these services are installed and hosted on the master node of each remote cluster. The dock service submits DOCK MPI jobs to the scheduling software of its respective cluster, the ranking service searches for and organizes results generated by DOCK MPI, and the database service reconstructs conformational data of scored compounds to be rescreened in further experiments.
Each of these grid services is accessed through the Opal OP toolkit by its own PERL script running on the client machine to manage job distribution, input data delivery, and the collection of results. Opal OP was used to wrap the DOCK application as program module that is accessed by a grid service. This provides access to the submission and status query of DOCK jobs, with simple command-line tools, on any remote cluster that hosts the dock service container. Input files and arguments required by the application can be sent to the remote cluster as well, and are defined in the job submission command-line arguments. Results data can be retrieved directly with HTTP (wget) or, in the case of this paper, the ranking and database grid services were created to sort and manipulate results on the remote clusters and then retrieve them for simplified interpretation. These relationships are outlined in Figure 2 .
Since the DOCK software suite includes a number of screening methods, different sets of input files may be required for different types of screenings. The grid services were written specific to the DOCK application and support all of the included docking and scoring methods. Differences in input files, database size, and docking method used between screenings require only small alterations in environment variables and a few lines of code. Versions 5 and 6 of DOCK are supported by the platform and can be used interchangeably.
Distributed Screening (dock service)
The ZINC database "druglike" subset is split into 88 separate files, referred to as "slices". A method that distributes the 88 separate DOCK MPI jobs was developed and resembles how the DOCK MPI implementation organizes its process management within a single cluster. The distribution method involves a script on the client machine, referred to as the local script, proceeding through a queue of database "slices" and calling the dock service on each remote cluster through Opal OP's job-run command, as displayed in Figure 3 . The dock service consists of a script that processes the received input files and arguments needed for the specific DOCK MPI job, checks architecture, and then submits the job to the scheduler of that cluster. After job submission, the local script periodically checks job status for each cluster, this time through the use of Opal OP's job-query command, until a 'DONE' flag is received, which indicates that the next database "slice" in the queue should be launched on that cluster. With this model, the division of the database into a greater number of "slices" increases the resource allocation efficiency. This is due to the fact that a higher ratio of "slices" to number of clusters reduces the chance of a significant portion of the database being held up on a slow cluster and extending the total experiment time.
In order to manage resources used for a screening experiment, the local script first reads a usercreated list of clusters with hostname and availability information. Clusters are represented as hash keys with an array of values to keep track of the hostname, database "slice" number, job status, job duration, and the unique jobID assigned by Opal OP. The user-created cluster list is accessed after each cycle of job-status checks in order to allow the addition or removal of resources while the screening is being performed. The ease of grid service creation makes it very attractive to add resources that are hosting the dock service, in the event they become available during a screening, by simply editing the cluster list file.
The distributed nature of a Grid environment makes it naturally fault-prone due to power failures, resource maintenance, or other factors outside the control of the user. This platform strove for a simple architecture, thus minimizing the number of possible sources of error. As the screening proceeds, the local script keeps a log of its progress with the jobID and cluster information for each "slice" that is submitted. This log allows the user to check the progress of screening experiments and provides useful information in the case of investigating errors and job failure on remote clusters since the jobID corresponds to the directory of the submitted job.
Clusters that go down mid-job will not receive a 'DONE' flag for their current job so they will not be given any more jobs from the queue, thus providing a natural fault handling ability. Each finished job has its time recorded in the log and the time for the entire screening is recorded when the local script finishes.
One other notable error caused by the heterogeneity of the Grid is the discrepancy between results generated by DOCK executables compiled on different resources. Comparing results from a test screening included in the DOCK software package across all resources ensured that there were no variations in the results before performing screening experiments.
Rebuilding Results (ranking service and database service)
Each DOCK MPI job produces a ranked list of results according to energy scores. But since each database "slice" is run as its own job, compounds are compared only to those within their own individual "slice". A method to rank the results of the screening as if they were one single DOCK MPI job was created by pairing another local script to the ranking service in order to bring together the data located on a number of remote clusters in an organized fashion.
The local script reads a cluster list file just as the distributed screening method does in order to specify the resources to gather results from. Opal OP job-run command invokes the ranking service on each remote cluster. The ranking service searches for completed DOCK results among the unique directories created during the screening process for each submitted DOCK MPI job. Energy scores of all compounds are saved to a file along with cluster and directory information in order to provide access to the compound structural conformation data that is output by the screening. Job status is checked repeatedly and when all remote clusters return a "DONE" state, the created lists of results are gathered over HTTP. These files are read by the local script and used to create a list of all the compounds from the database, ranked according to energy score, from the most favorable to least favorable binding compounds. The user would use this list as the presentable results of the screening. Figure 4 shows the ranking process.
In addition to bringing together energy score rankings, a grid service was developed to automate building a new database consisting of the conformational data output by the initial screening. This becomes useful when initially performing a fast docking method to remove those compounds that have undesirable chemical and geometrical properties, and then re-screening the remaining compounds in more stringent screening experiments.
Once results are collected by the ranking service, the user is queried by the local script what top percentage, or best binding compounds, of the initial screening results are to be used to construct a new filtered, database. After determining which compounds make-up this top percentage, the local script invokes the database service on each remote cluster while providing the list of compounds. Conformational data of these compounds are gathered together by the database service and used to construct "slices" of the new database. After all the Opal OP job status queries return a "DONE" state, the remotely scattered "slices" are retrieved by the local script via HTTP. The end product is a filtered database consisting of the best binding compounds from the initial screening. This process is shown in Figure 5 . Since this filtered database's structure is similar to that of the original database, further screenings can be carried out using the dock service distribution method described above.
Application of the Platform to Identify Inhibitors
With the purpose of both testing the platform and searching for inhibition leads for a protein of interest, a screening experiment was performed on the PRAGMA grid testbed. The grid services and DOCK5.4 application were installed on the seven clusters outlined in Table 1 . The average time per slice of database, ∼25,000 compounds, is listed in Table 1 but does not reflect the maximum performance of the cluster because resource availability fluctuates throughout the screening depending on Grid workload. Scheduling software can also put priority on job execution requests, allowing for dedicated jobs that queue other lower priority jobs until the dedicated jobs complete. This is exemplified by the small number of database slices completed by the TRECC cluster listed in Table 1 , despite having a comparable average completion time per slice.
From a crystal structure of the catalytic domain of a protein, hydrogen atoms and charge were added to the protein molecule in Chimera [33] using the included "Dock Prep" feature. The relatively large active site of the protein to be explored was represented by 40 "spheres" generated using SPHGEN [34] , which is part of the DOCK suite. A chemical and energy grid was generated on this active site with a grid spacing of 0.5 angstroms to be used by DOCK in its energy calculations, including van der Waals and electrostatic forces [19] . The bump filter [21] feature was also utilized with an overlap ratio of 0.75 as a means of identifying the orientations of a compound that result in deep penetration into the receptor molecule by the compound's atoms and preventing them from being scored and minimized during docking.
DOCK requires the compounds screened to have hydrogens added, contain charge information, and be stored in the SYBYL mol2 format [35] . The ZINC compound library was chosen as the database to be screened because of its exhastive collection of compounds, free access, and availability in a preprocessed mol2 format. Specifically, the 2,066,906 compound "druglike" subset of the ZINC library was screened and is made up of compounds of molecular weights between 150 and 500 Da and have no more than 10 hydrogen donors [36] .
DOCK 5.4's grid energy scoring method was used for the screening and compounds were treated as flexible through DOCK's anchor-and-grow algorithm when docked into the active site. The maximum number of orientations to be scored was set to 500 and minimum anchor size was defined as six heavy atoms. The number of anchor orientations and conformations per growth cycle were set to a maximum of 100 and 20, respectively. Ten cycles of simplex minimization were performed on each rigid anchor orientation and twenty cycles during the flexible growth stage.
Many of these variable parameters go into determining how long DOCK takes to find the most energetically favorable conformation for each compound in the active site of the receptor molecule. The combination of the large active site represented by the 40 spheres and the extensive compound conformation search with flexible docking required an average docking time of 82 seconds per compound per processor, which is fairly long when performing such a large-scale screening. These docking parameters were chosen in order to have a screening that both exemplifies a moderately extensive search and tests the platform's ability to adjust over time to changes in the grid testbed's workload. With a number of simultaneous users, not all processors are available within each cluster at one time, so the scheduling software allocates proper resources to each job.
Over the course of the screening, 150-200 processors were being used at one time depending on grid workload and averaged 180 processors. The screening took a total of 11.56 days of laboratory time, which is the equivalent of 2081 CPU days (over 5 1/2 years). Segmentation faults occurred during the first attempted screening of the "druglike" subset of the ZINC library. Examination of the fault causing compounds revealed 136 compounds with similar structures. Once these compounds were removed from the database, segmentation faults did not reoccur. Due to the possibility that a different type of structural moiety in a compound database would cause segmentation faults in future screenings, a method of automatically resubmitting a failed database slice was not pursued to avoid wasting the CPU time leading up to the consistent fault. With these 136 compounds removed, using a test screen before starting large screening experiments to ensure proper setup on each cluster resulted in 100% success-rate experiments in this study.
The retrieval and sorting of results data, which was scattered across the seven clusters, into a single ranked list and the rebuilding of a new database consisting of the top 2.5% of the ∼2 million compounds required only an additional ten minutes. Although the percentage of compounds used in forming the new database was arbitrary, this method has been used by others [37, 38] . In this study, one factor that was used to determine the percentage was the screening time required by the more computationally expensive secondary phase scoring methods. The number of compounds was selected to limit the time of the rescreen to 5-7 days.
This filtered database was then rescreened using a more stringent energy scoring method in DOCK 5.4 through the dock service. Parameters that were altered to perform a more rigorous screening experiment included a denser chemical and energy grid sampled at 0.3 angstroms and increased simplex minimization. The required time per compound was 10 minutes during this stage for a total laboratory time of 1.5 days. Once this finished, the same ∼40,000 compound database was screened again using the AMBER score method of DOCK 6. The AMBER score's abilities to calculate solvation energies and perform molecular dynamics simulations, treating both the compound and receptor as flexible for an "induced fit," make it a very robust and computationally expensive screening method. One caveat is that AMBER score requires preprocessing of the compounds with a provided Perl script. This step was easily incorporated into the automated workflow with the addition of two lines in the dock service script to run and verify the results of the preparatory AMBER Perl script. Molecular dynamics simulation was performed on each compound-receptor complex in 4500 steps with 250 cycles of minimization before and after. Screened compounds required up to 30 minutes each to complete the scoring process, yielding a total laboratory time of about 5 days. It is important to note that the times reported here are highly dependent on the DOCK input parameters chosen for each scoring method.
These second phase screenings were distributed through the DOCK service with their own respective input parameters, just as the first phase screening was performed. Results from both the stringent energy score and AMBER score second phase screenings were collected from the distributed Grid resources and sorted using the ranking service. A consensus was taken between the results of the two scoring methods by simply summing the compound rankings from each scoring. A number of compounds identified by the virtual screening experiment will be obtained and tested to determine their inhibitory effects on the activity of the protein of interest. This will not only confirm the computational results obtained, but provide important biochemical tools to facilitate ongoing biomedical research and potential pharmaceutical reagents.
Conclusions
With the grid services in place on the remote clusters, the user on the local cluster can execute an entire virtual screening experiment with only a few commands since the processes of job distribution, monitoring progress, data manipulation, and retrieval of results has been automated by the platform. The large pool of resources offered by grid computing enables biomedical scientists to take advantage of thorough, yet computational expensive, flexible docking methods when screening a very large database of compounds. In practice, use of the platform orchestrated the screening of over two million compounds on seven different computer clusters in under two weeks, and then rebuilt a centralized database of results for analysis using a total of only three commands.
As described throughout the paper, the platform does not serve as a stand-alone application.
Tying together a number of grid middleware and information technologies, such as the Globus Toolkit and Opal OP, provided a base to build an automated, custom, virtual screening platform that takes advantage of grid resources and maintains the ability to adjust to different types of molecular docking experiments. The standardization of communication provided by the Web service model of grid middleware allowed for portability between different architectures. Thus, the addition of a newly available cluster to a growing pool of resources became a simple process, requiring minimal time and effort.
Further development plans include building a portal to access the grid-enabled implementation of DOCK through the web, similar to Australian BioGrid Portal (ABGP) [39] that was built on top of the virtual screening system developed by Buyya et al. The step-by-step, GUI access to grid resources provided by the ABGP produces a very positive quality of service for the user, but again offers limited flexibility when using several different docking methods. Using Opal OP for the simple creation and deployment of extensible grid services is very fitting since a number of grid services can be created to handle the differing pre-and post-processing requirements of the numerous docking and scoring methods available. Displaying results is also handled by grid services and is a rapid method for sorting through data stored on scattered resources and presenting a single ranked list of energy scores.
To our knowledge, the platform described in this paper is the first effort to combine complex molecular docking methods with the well-suited, service-based grid environment to provide a complete solution capable of screening extensive compound databases. We feel that this work provides a powerful tool to perform virtual screening experiments and serves as a model for bringing legacy scientific applications to a grid environment with a custom workflow. Two separate projects that utilize the system described in this paper are underway with the interest of finding inhibitory compounds to investigate the enzymatic activity of intracellular signaling proteins, one of them being the follow-up to the results of the screening performed in this paper. Starting with a large database of compounds, such as the ZINC library, a rapid docking method is used for the initial screening and is distributed via the dock service. Results data, consisting of compound lists ranked from best to worst energy score, are scattered across the grid resources. The ranking service searches for and gathers this data to construct a list of results encompassing the entire database of compounds. From this list, a top percentage of compounds can be selected to make up a new, smaller database of around 25,000 compounds. Conformational data output by the screening for each compound is retrieved by the database service and is used to build this new database. A number of different, more stringent parameters are then used to rescreen these compounds, distributed again by the dock service and results gathered by the ranking service. After performing a consensus amongst all scoring methods, a short list of the best potential binding compounds is generated to test in the lab in vitro.
Figure 2. Platform Scripts
Pseudocode outline of the local and remote scripts that make up the virtual screening platform. The automated platform consists of three stages that perform the distribution of DOCK jobs, the ranking screening results, and the building new databases from the results. Each stage in the local script makes requests to the grid services installed and hosted on the master node of each remote cluster for job submission and status querying. Job distribution is handled by the local script on the client machine that delivers required input through Opal OP toolkit and makes calls to the dock service hosted on each remote cluster. Resources can be added or removed by editing the resource list on the client machine. The database can be stored and accessed on the client machine or any other location that can be reached via HTTP for file transfer. Requests to launch DOCK MPI on each remote cluster are sent to the dock service with the Opalop-jobrun command. After preparing received input files according to the given arguments, the dock service submits the DOCK MPI job to the scheduling software to be executed. The status of each job is checked using the Opalopjobquery command. Each remote cluster then has its own screening results that must be collected and sorted once the screening reaches completion. The local script on the client machine calls the ranking service running on each remote cluster. The ranking service searches for screening results and puts together a list of compounds and their calculated energy scores. When every remote cluster finishes its search, the compound lists are retrieved via HTTP by the local script. Compounds from all the lists are sorted according to energy score to produce a ranked list of the best binding compounds. Additional remote clusters are not included in the diagram for clarity. The local script on the client machine first queries the user for a desired percentage of the best binding compounds from the screening results. This generates lists of compounds whose conformational data needs to be retrieved to build a new database. These lists are sent to the database service on each remote cluster and the conformational data is pulled from the previous screenings results and used to build the "slices" of the new database. All the "slices" are retrieved by the local script via HTTP to create a filtered database consisting of a user-defined top percentage of compounds from the original database. This smaller database can then be used in more stringent docking and/or scoring methods that require more time per compound.
